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A Local Resource Sharing Platform in Mobile Cloud Computing∗
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SUMMARY Despite the increasing use of mobile computing, exploit-
ing its full potential is difficult due to its inherent characteristics such as
error-prone transmission channels, diverse node capabilities, frequent dis-
connections and mobility. Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) is a paradigm
that is aimed at overcoming previous problems through integrating mobile
devices with cloud computing. Mobile devices, in the traditional client-
server architecture of MCC, offload their tasks to the cloud to utilize the
computation and storage resources of data centers. However, along with
the development of hardware and software technologies in mobile devices,
researchers have begun to take into consideration local resource sharing
among mobile devices themselves. This is defined as the cooperation based
architecture of MCC. Analogous to the conventional terminology, the re-
source platforms that are comprised of surrounding surrogate mobile de-
vices are called local resource clouds. Some researchers have recently ver-
ified the feasibility and benefits of this strategy. However, existing work has
neglected an important issue with this approach, i.e., how to construct local
resource clouds in dynamic mobile wireless networks. This paper presents
the concept and design of a local resource cloud that is both energy and time
efficient. Along with theoretical models and formal definitions of problems,
an efficient heuristic algorithm with low computational complexity is also
presented. The results from simulations demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed models and method.
key words: local resource sharing, energy-efficient, mobile cloud comput-
ing

1. Introduction

Mobile cloud computing (MCC) that is aimed at integrat-
ing mobile devices with cloud computing has been intro-
duced in the last few years. MCC can be roughly divided
into two different architectures that are client-server based
and cooperation based [1]. In the traditional client-server
based architecture, the cloud (data center) provides overall
resource management for mobile devices. Mobile devices
utilize resources in the cloud to enhance their functionality
and improve their processing capabilities.

However, along with the development of hardware and
software technologies, modern mobile devices (e.g., smart
phones, wearable devices, and smart vehicles) have many
more resources than previously, e.g., communication, com-
putational, and information resources. These resources are
not always fully utilized by their owners. Consequently, two
shortcomings of the client-server based architecture have
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emerged: (1) Idle resources in the mobile devices them-
selves are not efficiently utilized. (2) Persistent connectivity
to the cloud may be unavailable for mobile devices. The co-
operation based architecture of MCC considers mobile de-
vices to be part of the cloud to solve these problems. Thus,
apart from utilizing resources in the traditional cloud (data
center), mobile devices in the local vicinity pool and share
idle resources among themselves. This approach not only
makes use of pervasive resources but also enables resource
sharing even when mobile devices are not able to be con-
nected to remote clouds. The resource platform that is com-
prised of surrounding surrogate devices is called a local re-
source cloud (LRC) in this paper to differentiate it from the
traditional cloud. Due to its huge potential value, the coop-
eration based architecture of MCC has attracted increasingly
more attention from both academic and industrial commu-
nities [1]–[5]. This architecture is also called “Fog Comput-
ing” [3], “wireless distributed computing” [4] and the “ve-
hicular cloud” in vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) [5].

Error-prone transmission channels, diverse node capa-
bilities, the mobility of nodes, and limited apriori knowl-
edge of environments have a significant impact on the avail-
ability and reliability of devices running in mobile wireless
networks. Therefore, compared with wired networks, we
argue that four additional properties need to be considered
when constructing LRCs in mobile wireless networks: (1)
Multiple resource providers (RPs) are needed. Although re-
sources in mobile devices have increased rapidly, they are
still limited compared to traditional computing devices (e.g.,
PCs, servers, and clusters). As a result, resources from mul-
tiple RPs need to be gathered to facilitate task processing.
(2) Physical network conditions should be integrated. Error-
prone channels, locations and mobility of nodes signifi-
cantly impact the quality of resource sharing. (3) The com-
putational effectiveness of algorithms is important. Mobile
wireless networks are highly dynamic due to the mobility
of nodes. The LRCs must be in “real-time” and established
to utilize available resources opportunistically. (4) Energy
consumption should also be taken into account. Increasingly
more “heavy applications” (e.g., image processing for video
games, natural language processing, and streaming media)
are currently favored by mobile users. These applications
are expensive in terms of energy consumption. Considering
the trends in mobile devices and batteries (or gasoline prices
for vehicles), bottlenecks in energy consumption by mobile
devices are unlikely to be solved in the near future.

However, previous work has only concentrated on veri-
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fying the effectiveness of the cooperative MCC to the best of
our knowledge [6], [7]. Neither of them have referred to how
LRCs are constructed, especially for the ones comprised of
multiple RPs in dynamic mobile environments. Therefore,
this paper presents the design of an LRC that selects multi-
ple RPs to construct local resource platforms in MCC. The
three main contributions of this paper are: (1) It presents
the concept and design of an energy-efficient LRC in mo-
bile networks that accelerates task completion through re-
source sharing among mobile devices in the local vicinity.
(2) Theoretical models and a formal problem definition of
an energy-efficient LRC are proposed. (3) A heuristic al-
gorithm is presented that we prove to be efficient through
extensive simulations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Based on a literature review in Sect. 2, Sect. 3 defines the
concept of an LRC. Our analysis of the LRC and formal
problem definitions are presented in Sect. 4. The heuristic
algorithm is introduced in Sect. 5. Section 6 presents the
simulation results. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

2.1 Mobile Cloud Computing

Much research has recently focused on the cooperative ar-
chitecture of MCC. Huerta-Canepa and Lee [6] and Fitzek
et al. [7] demonstrated the feasibility of cooperative resource
sharing by surrounding surrogate mobile devices through
experiments. The former researchers [6] presented the mo-
tivation and preliminary design for a framework to create
virtual ad hoc cloud computing providers. They established
prototype system based on mobile phones. Their prelim-
inary results indicated the time efficiency of cooperation
by mobile devices. The later researchers [7] considered
an approach in which a centralized network (cellular) dy-
namically and collaboratively interacted with a local dis-
tributed network connected over short-range links (ad hoc
and peer-to-peer) that aimed at achieving better use of re-
sources (mostly energy and spectra). However, neither of
them referred to how local resource platforms were to be
constructed, especially in dynamic mobile environments.

Because battery capacity can’t cope with the develop-
ment of mobile applications, many researchers have pro-
posed different energy-efficient solutions in the background
of MCC. Cuervo et al. [8] implemented an mechanism that
dynamically offloaded applications from mobile phones to
surrounding infrastructures to conserve energy. Chun et
al. [9] adopted VM migration to offload part of their applica-
tion workload to a server with resources. Fernando et al. [2]
surveyed related work in MCC.

2.2 Conventional Service Selection Algorithm

There has been much research on the selection of RPs in
wired networks mainly in the field of Web services [10]–

[13]. Selecting RPs that are constrained by multiple re-
quirements is usually an NP-hard problem [14], [15]. Many
heuristic approaches have been proposed to strike a trade-
off between the level of computational complexity and op-
timization. However, the network considered by [10]–[12]
was a wired and fix network that is assumed to have constant
routes and round trip time. Although Gu et al. [13] explicitly
modelled link delay and availability in large wired networks,
the optimized Dijkstra algorithm provided by them required
a global view of the whole network. It is obvious that the
assumption of constant routes or global view of the whole
network is hardly holds in mobile wireless networks.

Yang et al. [14] and Luo et al. [16] took into account
the selection of RPs in mobile wireless environments to sat-
isfy quality of service (QoS) requirements. The former re-
searchers [14] modelled availability (stability) of links based
on the mobility of end nodes and took it into consideration
when making decisions. The later researchers [16] proposed
a heuristic method based on the Cross Entropy (CE) algo-
rithm that preferred RPs moving slowly under the same con-
ditions. Formal analysis of the impact of mobility was left
for future work in [16]. Compared with our proposal in this
paper, they focused on selecting of a single RP of best qual-
ity while neglecting the possibility of utilizing resources in
multiple RPs to improve the quality of resource sharing.

3. Definitions of the Local Resource Cloud

3.1 System Model

We should take into account three steps to achieve resource
sharing by mobile devices: (1) Authentication of mobile de-
vices. Not every user of mobile devices wants to share his
resources with unrelated people for security and economi-
cal reasons. However, users may be motivated to share re-
sources with acquaintances or people who share similar in-
terests with them [2]. As a result, the devices that take part
in resource sharing should be authenticated in advance. (2)
Resource discovery. Resource discovery is aimed at finding
potential candidates for resource providers (RP) that own
idle resources. Routes to access these candidates should
also be discovered in this phase. (3) Selection of RPs. The
resource requester (RR) selects a group of RPs from candi-
dates and utilizes their resources to process its task. Since
selection of RPs is independent of different authentication
and resource discovery protocols, we focus on the selection
phase in this paper. Cho et al. [17] and Ververidis et al. [18]
surveyd related work on trust management and resource dis-
covery protocols in mobile networks. The terminologies and
abbreviations that are used throughout this paper have been
summarized in Table 1.

Here, we have assumed all mobile nodes have
some kind of short-range communication capabilities (e.g.,
WLAN ad hoc, or Bluetooth). After the resource discovery
phase, the RR is aware of all the surrounding mobile nodes
that have idle resources that are required (candidates of RPs)
and routes to access these nodes. Multi-hop routes in mo-
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Table 1 Terminologies & abbreviations.

LRC Local resource cloud that is a resource platform com-
posed of local mobile devices through short-range com-
munications.

RR A resource requester that generates an LRC to acceler-
ate processing of its task.

RP A resource provider that provides resources to an RR
in an LRC.

RN A relay node that contributes to the LRC by relayng
packets between the RR and RP.

Task A job generated by mobile users that consumes re-
sources to finish it, e.g., data downloading (commu-
nication bandwidth resources) and image processing
(CPU’s computational resources).

Fig. 1 System architecture.

bile networks without any infrastructure are also composed
of mobile nodes. These nodes are called relay nodes (RN)
in this paper. Then, the RR selects a group of RPs from
all candidates to utilize their resources. As a result, the RR,
selected RPs, and RNs along the routes from RR to RPs con-
stitute a resource sharing platform through short-range wire-
less communications. As previously described, we called it
an LRC since all the participating nodes are within the local
area of RR.

Figure 1(a) shows an example scenario that four can-
didates of RPs (a, b, c, and d) were discovered after the
resource discovery phase. Without loss of generality, can-
didates a, b, and d are assumed to be super candidates (S-
candidates) that have plenty of idle resources and candidate
c is assumed to be a common candidate (C-candidate) that
has few idle resources. The routes between RR and a, b,
d are relatively stable (S-Routes), while that between RR
and c are unstable (U-Route)†. Intuitively, the RR prefers
S-candidates that are connected by S-Routes for the sake of
more available resources and less maintenance cost. There-
fore, the RR prefers a, b, d over c in this scenario. Fig-
ure 1(b) indicates the resulting LRC if the RR selected can-
didates a, b, and d as its RPs. Theoretical models that
are applicable to more complex scenarios are formalized in
Sect. 4.

Two characteristics of an LRC need to be noted: (1)

†It depends on the characteristics of mobile nodes that consti-
tute the route, e.g., moving speed and wireless transmission range.

On-demand creation. The LRC is only created when an RR
wants to utilize more resources than it owns to accelerate
processing of its task. (2) Limited lifetime. After a gener-
ated task has finished, the RR releases the generated LRC to
make resources in RPs available to other nodes. It is possible
for multiple LRCs to simultaneously coexist in the physical
network.

3.2 Problem Statement

We mainly considered the sharing of computational and
communication resources among mobile devices in this pa-
per††. The concept of LRCs efficiently utilizes distributed
resources in surrounding mobile devices to accelerate task
completion. Compared with existing solutions that only take
into consideration a single RP, the LRC proposed in this
paper is able to utilize more resources to achieve superior
time efficiency of task processing since it comprises multi-
ple RPs. However, extra energy is consumed by LRCs in
the process of resource sharing compared with conventional
computing strategies in which a user processes a generated
task by itself only.

One of such consumption is the energy consumed by
maintaining the structure of an LRC. The RR has to keep
connected to RPs in the LRC during the process of resource
sharing to utilize resources in them (e.g., if an RR that lacks
the capability of Internet access wants to utilize 3G or LTE
resources in other nodes, it has to send (receive) data pack-
ages to (from) RPs that own these resources through the
LRC. An RR also has to coordinate and synchronize com-
putation processes among different RPs through the LRC
to share computational resources [4]). However, because
nodes are mobile, routes composed of RNs are dynamic.
When a route in the LRC becomes unavailable, an alterna-
tive route has to be discovered by routing protocols to guar-
antee communications between RR and the lost RP. Energy
is consumed in discovering an alternative route. Another
kind of extra energy consumption in the LRC is the energy
consumed by RNs to relay packets between RR and RPs.
It increases along with the increasing number of RNs (hops)
along the routes from RR to RPs. It is important to minimize
these two kinds of extra energy consumption while retaining
time efficiency benefitted from resource sharing when con-
structing an LRC.

We mainly aimed at reducing the energy consumed by
maintaining the structure of an LRC to improve its energy
efficiency in this paper. To achieve this objective, the pro-
posed solution prefers to select RPs connected by stable
routes rather than select those connected by unstable routes.
What is more, since a route with more RNs (more hops)
tends to be more dynamic due to the mobility of nodes, the
proposed solution still prefers to select RPs that are con-
nected by routes with fewer RNs under the same condi-
††Information resources, as described by Nishio et al. [19], can

be regarded as an alternative of communication and computational
resources, e.g., if a Web page is cached by a node, the node does
not need to consume bandwidth to receive it from Web servers.
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Fig. 2 Research focus of this paper.

tions. This implicitly reduces the amount of energy con-
sumed by relaying packets in the resulting LRC. Unlike
wireless sensor networks (WSNs), the lifetime of an LRC
is much shorter and the depleted battery can be replaced by
users in good time (e.g., at home or office). RPs and RNs can
also decide whether to join an LRC according to their own
statuses. As a result, we leave sustainability and fairness of
LRCs (e.g., remaining battery power of RPs and RNs) for
future work. Figure 2 indicates the main research focus of
this paper as well as its relationship with previous work.

4. Proposed Model of the Energy-Efficient LRC

Theoretical models of an energy-efficient LRC are estab-
lished in this section. Two metrics used in the models are
introduced in the first two subsections: first, we define avail-
ability, which represents the dynamics of an LRC and deter-
mines the energy efficiency of an LRC; then, we define task
latency, which measures the time spent in processing a task
and illustrates the time efficiency of an LRC. Finally, the
problem of constructing an energy-efficient LRC while re-
taining its time efficiency is formalized based on these two
metrics.

4.1 Availability of LRC

As described in Sect. 3, energy consumed by maintaining an
LRC is greatly related to the dynamics of the network. The
availability of a link in mobile networks is greatly related to
the mobility of its end nodes. If one node i moves beyond
the transmission range of its neighboring node j, the link be-
tween nodes i and j becomes unavailable. The availability
of a link also expresses the availability of a route. Conse-
quently, the availability of an LRC depends on the availabil-
ities of links and routes in it.

4.1.1 Availability of Links

The definition for the availabilty of a link in this paper is the
same as it was in Yang et al. [14]. We briefly introduce it
here for completeness and convenience. Ni and Nj are two

Fig. 3 Availability of links.

end nodes of a link. The transmission range of a node is R†.
Every node moves randomly and its moving range is a cir-
cle with radius r. d is the distance between the two nodes.
We assume that transmission range R is known and every
node knows its location coordinates (e.g., through GPS or
peer based techniques [20]). As a result, distance d between
two nodes can be calculated with the Euclidean distance for-
mula:

d =
√

(xi − x j)2 + (yi − y j)2, (1)

where (xi, yi) and (x j, y j) are the coordinates of nodes Ni

and Nj. Finally, radius r of the moving range for a node
during the process of resource sharing is its moving speed
v multiplied by the period t in maintaining an LRC. Speed
v of a mobile node can be calculated based on its moving
distance during a period from t1 to t2 [21]:

v =
√

(xt1 − xt2 )2 + (yt1 − yt2 )2/(t2 − t1), (2)

where (xt1 , yt1 ) and (xt2 , yt2 ) are coordinates of a node at time
t1 and t2. The duration of period from t1 to t2 represents the
frequency of calculating speed. Therefore,

r = v × t. (3)

As Fig. 3 indicates, the possibility of node Ni stay-
ing within the communication range of node Nj is equal to
the area of node Ni’s moving range inside the transmission
range of node Nj divided by the overall area of node Ni’s
moving range. Consequently, the availability of a link com-
posed of two nodes is:

Al =
Areainter

Areamov
, (4)

where Areainter is the intersecting area of two circles and
Areamov is the area of Ni’s moving range. Equation (4) is
calculated by:

α = arccos

(
r2 + d2 − R2

2 × r × d

)
, (5)

β = arccos

(
R2 + d2 − r2

2 × R × d

)
, (6)

Al =
βR2 + αr2 − (R2sinβcosβ) + r2sinαcosα)

π × v2 × t2
. (7)

†Although bilateral communications were assumed in this pa-
per, this model can be applied to scenarios in which nodes have
different transmission ranges.
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Fig. 4 Availability of routes.

The proofs of Eqs. (5), (6), and (7) are in Yang et al. [14].

4.1.2 Availability of Routes

Routes in an LRC can be divided into three subcategories
of serial, parallel, and hybrid routes. Figure 4 outlines the
different subcategories of routes.

a) Serial routes
All the links in serial routes are connected in sequence.

A serial route is available if and only if all links in the route
are available. Therefore, the availability of a serial route is:

Ar =

k∏
i=1

Al−i, (8)

where k is the number of links in the route and Al−i is the
availability of the i-th link in the route.

b) Parallel routes
There are multiple links between two end nodes in par-

allel routes. A parallel route is available if and only if one
of the links in the routes is available. The availability of a
parallel route is:

Ar = 1 −
k∏

i=1

(1 − Al−i), (9)

where k is the number of links in the route and Al−i is the
availability of the i-th link in the route.

c) Hybrid routes
Both serial and parallel routes coexist in hybrid routes.

To calculate the availability of a hybrid route, we first con-
tract all the parallel routes to a serial link as Fig. 4 indi-
cates. The availability of the contracted link is calculated
with Eq. (9). After that, the hybrid route is reduced to a se-
rial route. Its availability can be calculated with Eq. (8).

4.1.3 Availability of LRC

The LRC generated by an RR is composed of routes to all
selected RPs. As a result, the availability of an LRC is:

Ao =

q∏
i=1

Ar−i. (10)

where q is the number of routes in the LRC and Ar−i is the
availability of the i-th route.

4.2 Task Latency

As presented in the last subsection, period t in maintaining
an LRC is a key variable in its availability. If t increases,
the availability of an LRC decreases. Therefore, more en-
ergy would be consumed to maintain the LRC. According
to the discussion in Sect. 3, an LRC is constructed when a
task is generated by an RR and is released after the task is
finished. As a result, we formally name the period t in main-
taining an LRC as task latency since it illustrates the effec-
tiveness of task processing from a user’s perspective. Task
latency includes three parts: the time to process the task, the
transmission delay of an LRC, and the delay in maintaining
routes†.

4.2.1 Time for Task Processing

Intuitively, the time consumed to process a task decreases if
the utilized resources increase. It could be simplified to the
following equation:

Tproc =
W
R

, (11)

for computational and communication resources, where W
is the size of the task and R is the number of resources.
For example, when using a link with throughput R bps to
transmit a package with W bits, the processing time can be
calculated with Eq. (11). The processing time can still be
calculated with Eq. (11) for computational resources, when
using CPUs that perform R operations per second to process
a computing task with W operations.

4.2.2 Transmission Delay of LRC

The transmission delay of an LRC also contributes to task
latency. To utilize computational and communication re-
sources in RPs, the RR distributes subtasks to different RPs
through different routes at the beginning. After the subtasks
have finished, RPs return results to the RR. Consequently, a
period is spent on the round trip time (RTT) for each route.
Obviously, the transmission delay of an LRC is the maxi-
mum RTT value for routes in it:

DLRC = Maxq
i=1RTTi, (12)

where q is the number of routes in the LRC and RTTi is the
RTT value for the i-th route. The transmission delay of an
LRC can be measured in the resource discovery phase.

4.2.3 Delay in Maintaining Routes

Task latency is also influenced by the time spent to re-
discover a route from the RR to a lost RP when it became

†In this paper, we assumed an idealized situation: the RR par-
titioned and distributed subtasks to RPs seamlessly. Communica-
tions between nodes through the LRC were parallel to their com-
putational process.
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unaccessible. Since the length of delay depends on different
routing protocols, this variable uses a history-based method
for calculation, viz., the average value of past statistics:

Droute =

∑n
i=1 Droute−i

n
, (13)

where Droute−i is the value of the i-th record of statistics and
n is the number of previous records. As a result, task latency
of a generated task is:

t = Tproc + DLRC + Droute. (14)

DLRC and Droute (tens or hundreds of milliseconds) are gen-
erally much shorter than Tproc (tens of seconds or minutes).
In that case, Tproc approximately presents task latency.

4.3 Problem Definition of Energy-Efficient LRC

An RR generally wants to utilize resources in RPs to reduce
task latency in its generated task [19]. The RR should select
more RPs in the LRC to obtain more resources to achieve
this goal. As the task latency decreases, the lifetime of the
LRC also decreases. Consequently, energy consumed to
maintain the LRC during its lifetime may decrease. How-
ever, if more RPs are selected, more routes to access these
RPs need to be maintained in the same time. Therefore, en-
ergy consumed to maintain the LRC may also increase.

We assume N potential candidates of RP are discovered
after the resource discovery phase and the i-th candidate has
ri units of the required resource. We define xi as an indicator
to show whether the i-th candidate is selected by the RR to
be part of the LRC:

xi =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1 the i-th candidate is selected

0 the i-th candidate is not selected.
(15)

As a result, every possible choice of an LRC is represented
by an N dimentional vector X comprised of xi. Then, the
task latency of each choice is:

t = Tproc + DLRC + Droute

=
W∑N

i=1 xi × ri

+ DLRC + Droute. (16)

The availability of every possible choice of LRC can be cal-
culated by substituting Eq. (16) into Eqs. (4), (8), (9), and
(10). Therefore, the problem of selecting RPs to comprise
an energy-efficient LRC is defined as: establish an LRC with
maximum availability from all possible choices with a con-
straint that resulted LRC having enough resources to finish
the generated task within a time threshold, Tthresh.

Objective: Maximize availability of the established LRC.
Constraints: t ≤ Tthresh, xi = 0 or 1 .

This is a non-linear 0-1 programming problem that is also
NP-hard (if the optimal number of RPs that need to be
selected is known in advance, this problem is reduced to

GELRC algorithm ( C )
S = ∅ ;
C = all candidates ;
Ao−S = 0;

while ( the constraint of task latency is not satisfied )
if( C == ∅ )

task fails due to lack of resources ;
return ;

select i-th candidate that maximize Ao−S from C;
add i-th candidate to S and delete it from C ;

S
′
= S ; //S

′
is a temporary variable.

while ( Ao−S ≤ Ao−S ′ )
S = S

′
;

select i-th candidate that maximize Ao−S ′ from C;
add i-th candidate to S

′
and delete it from C ;

//make choice
S denotes resulting LRC ;

an NP-hard QoS-aware service composition problem [10],
[15]). A greedy heuristic algorithm is introduced in the next
section to solve it.

5. Proposed Heuristic Algorithm

As presented in the previous section, if N potential candi-
dates were discovered in the resource discovery phase, there
are 2N different combinations of RPs. It is not feasible to
compare all available choices when N is large. A greedy
heuristic algorithm is proposed in this section to solve this
problem. It is named as GELRC, short for Greedy algorithm
for constructing Energy-efficient Local Resource Clouds.

Set C contains all discovered candidates of RP. The RR
maintains set S that includes selected RPs in the LRC. It is
initialized by an empty set. The availability of S is rep-
resented by Ao−S . First, to satisfy the constraint of task
latency, the RR continues to select the i-th candidate that
makes Ao−S the largest of possible candidates in C. If the
constraint of task latency could not be satisfied even if C be-
came empty, the task fails due to a lack of resources. After
the constraint is satisfied, the RR continues to select candi-
dates from C if and only if Ao−S does not decrease. Finally,
the LRC denoted by S is used to process the generated task.

The asymptotic computational complexity of the pro-
posed GELRC algorithm is O(K ×N2), where K is the max-
imum length of routes in the hop count. An RR generally
searches for local resources with a constant hop limit, K
(TTL value). In that case, the computational complexity of
the method is O(N2). The pseudo-codes describe the algo-
rithm. A step-by-step example is presented in the Appendix
to illustrate it.

6. Simulations

Simulation results executed on Qualnet 5.2 are presented in
this section. A pure flooding method was used for resource
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discovery. Nodes were distributed randomly in a rectan-
gular area at the beginning. Every node generated a task
with an equal probability. Since the proposed algorithm for
constructing an LRC was not sensitive to bandwidth, IEEE
802.11b and 2 Mbps of link bandwidth were adopted to ver-
ify its performance in a constrained environment. Because
only comparisons of different methods were concerned, we
assumed that transmitting a byte consumed one unit of en-
ergy and receiving a byte consumed 0.6 unit of energy for
energy consumed to maintain an LRC. The transmission and
energy settings were the same as those in Ahmed et al. [22].

Mobile nodes in the area were divided into three cate-
gories according to their amounts of resources:

(1) Super nodes (SN): Nodes that had 70 units of re-
sources.

(2) Common nodes (CN): Nodes that had 30 units of
resources.

(3) Relay nodes (RN): Nodes that did not have any re-
sources.

Four different methods of constructing an LRC were
compared in the simulations. The first two were the pro-
posed methods based on the energy-efficient model de-
scribed in Sect. 4.

(1) GELRC: The RR solved the energy-efficient model
with the proposed heuristic algorithm.

(2) Optimal: The RR solved the energy-efficient model
with a brute force strategy. The upper bound of the proposed
model was obtained with this method.

(3) Random: The RR selected RPs randomly until the
constraint for task latency was satisfied.

(4) LOSSA: The RR selected a single RP with best
availability from all candidates that had enough resources
to satisfy the constraint for task latency. This was proposed
by Yang et al. [14]†.

Of the four methods, the random method was unaware
of the availability of the resulting LRC. The LOSSA method
only concentrated on a single SN node with best availabil-
ity since only SN nodes were able to independently finish a
task within the threshold of task latency. Compared with the
previous two methods, both optimal and GELRC methods
were able to utilize resources in multiple SN and CN nodes
to increase the availability of the resulting LRC as well as
reducing task latencies. The parameters used in the simula-
tions are summarized in Table 2.

6.1 Computation Cost

The first series of simulations were aimed at comparing the
four methods previously described with respect to the com-
putational overhead involved in their construction phase of
an LRC. We measured the computation cost (in seconds) of
selecting RPs to construct an LRC from 25 candidates with
different approaches. We executed each method 10 times for

†It was a weighted average value in Yang et al. [14]. We elimi-
nated the “price of service” and “reliability of service” by assigning
zero to their weights because these two properties were beyond the
scope of this paper.

Table 2 Parameters for simulations.

Simulation area 500 × 500 m
Size of task 600
Number of SNs 5
Number of CNs 20
Number of RNs 25
Number of resources in SNs 70
Number of resources in CNs 30
Latency threshold 10 s
Routing protocol DSR
MAC protocol IEEE 802.11b
Link bandwidth 2 Mbps
Transmission range of nodes 150 m
Energy of transmission 1 unit/byte
Energy of reception 0.6 unit/byte
Mobility model Random way point
Mobility speed 1, 5, 10, 15, 20 (m/s)
Pause time 0 s
Interval of task generation 5 s
Simulation period 1000 s

Table 3 Computation cost.

GELRC Optimal Random LOSSA
0.002 s 285.318 s ≤ .001 s ≤ 0.001 s

Fig. 5 Energy consumed by different methods.

each test case on a PC with an Intel Core i7-2640M CPU @
2.80 GHz and 8.00 GB of RAM on Windows 7. The average
computation costs are summarized in Table 3.

As listed in Table 3, although the optimal method
achieved the upper bound for the energy-efficient model, it
cost hundreds of seconds to solve it. However, nodes in re-
alistic scenarios continue to move during this period of time.
Therefore, the resulting optimal point became meaningless
in the real-time distribution of nodes. The importance of the
optimal method in this paper was that it specified a bench-
mark to measure the gap between the GELRC method and
the upper bound of the proposed model.

6.2 Energy Consumption & Task Latency

The energy consumed to maintain an LRC under different
speeds of nodes is plotted in Fig. 5. As Fig. 5(a) indicates,
the random method consumed much more energy than the
other methods. This is because the selection of RPs with the
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Fig. 6 Task latency of different methods.

random method did not take into consideration the avail-
ablity of the resulting LRC. We eliminated data for the ran-
dom method in Fig. 5(b) to make the comparison in other
three methods clearer. As it indicates, the GELRC method
consumed less energy (42–88% less according to differ-
ent speeds) than the LOSSA method. This is because the
GELRC method utilized available resources in multiple RPs
to reduce the task latency of an LRC. The differences be-
tween the GELRC and optimal methods were small (7–36%
according to different speeds).

This is also proved in Fig. 6 that plots the task latencies
of the four methods. The task latencies of both the GELRC
and optimal methods were much less than those of the other
two methods especially when the speeds of nodes were low.
The availability of an LRC remained high even if more RPs
were selected when the speeds of nodes were low. There-
fore, utilizing available resources in these RPs accelerated
task processing while preventing from extra energy being
consumed to maintain the structure of LRCs. As a result,
unlike the other two methods, both methods based on the
energy-efficient model were able to construct a reasonable
scale LRC that was adaptive to different levels of mobility.

6.3 Failure of RPs

We assumed that all RPs in an LRC remained “on-line” from
the begining to the end of task processing in previous sim-
ulations. However, in reality, mobile RPs may suddenly go
“off-line” due to reasons like system crashes or moving out
of communication range. The RR is usually not capable of
predicting this kind of “sudden failure of RPs” or is not no-
tified by RPs in advance. In this kind of scenario, the con-
straint for task latency can’t be guaranteed. As a result, we
defined a metric called “success ratio” to measure the capa-
bilities of fault tolerance by different methods. In this paper,
the “success ratio” is defined as the percentage of tasks that
are finished within the threshold of task latency without re-
establishing a new LRC. The lifetime of a node is defined
as the duration over which it is capable of sharing resources
with other nodes in the following descriptions.

We assumed the lifetimes of both SN and CN nodes
conformed to an exponential distribution (RNs were not
taken into account because they have no resources. The

Fig. 7 Success ratios for different methods.

failure of RN nodes was the same as the failure of simu-
lated routes discussed in the previous subsection). Nodes
were disabled after their lifetimes expired. If a disabled
node acted as an RP in an LRC, the RR of the LRC de-
tected the node had failed through a keep-alive timer. The
keep-alive timer was set to 2 s in the simulation†. After the
disabled node was detected, we assumed the RR could ide-
ally distribute remaining subtasks for the disabled node to
all remaining RPs including itself (when it had resources).
A new node with the same number of resources was en-
abled at a random location to replace the disabled node to
keep node densities constant. The resulting success ratios of
different methods are plotted in Fig. 7 (speed of nodes was
10 m/s). According to the results, both the GELRC and op-
timal methods outperformed the other two methods in dy-
namic environments. This mainly benefitted from the fact
that both GELRC and optimal methods reduced task laten-
cies as shown in Fig. 6. As a result, (1) the probability of
the failure of RPs within a shorter period of task processing
time decreased, and (2) a larger room was reserved for the
failure of RPs (e.g., even if task latencies were delayed by
4 seconds due to the failure of RPs, both GELRC and opti-
mal methods were able to finish it within the threshold (10
seconds) as shown in Fig. 6. LOSSA and random methods
failed to do this).

Based on previous simulation results, it can be con-
cluded that: (1) The proposed model and methods are able
to construct an LRC that is both energy and time efficient in
mobile wireless networks. (2) When the failure of nodes was
taken into consideration, the proposed methods were capa-
ble of higher success ratios than the conventional methods.
(3) The proposed GELRC method performed close to the
upper bound (optimal method) of the energy-efficient model
while dramatically decreasing the compuation cost.

7. Conclusions

The design of an energy-efficient local resource cloud
(LRC) in cooperative MCC was proposed in this paper. It
is constructed of an on-demand local resource platform to

†Two seconds was enough for this simulation because the
RTTs of most routes were within 200 ms. This value could be ad-
justed according to different network statuses.
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enable resource sharing among mobile devices. Simula-
tion results indicated that the proposed model and methods
were efficient in terms of both energy consumption and time.
The proposed heuristic method (GELRC) with low com-
putational complexity is suitable for dynamic mobile wire-
less environments. For future work, explicit considerations
of energy consumed by relaying packets, sustainability and
fairness of LRCs are interesting research areas in local re-
source sharing.
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Appendix

An example is presented to illustrate the GELRC algorithm
proposed in Sect. 5. The scenario outlined in Fig. 1 is used
in this part. At the beginning of executing the GELRC algo-
rithm, the set S was empty, S = ∅. The set C contained all
discovered candidates of RPs, C = {a, b, c, d}.

The RR firstly selected candidate a into S if the avail-
ability of S , Ao−{a}, was larger than Ao−{b}, Ao−{c}, and Ao−{d}.
Then S = {a} and C = {b, c, d}. Assuming that the task la-
tency of resulting S was still larger than the value of thresh-
old, the RR had to select RPs from remaining candidates to
satisfy the constraint. Therefore, candidate b was selected
if the availability of S , Ao−{a,b}, is larger than Ao−{a,c} and
Ao−{a,d}. After that S = {a, b} and C = {c, d}. Assuming
that the constraint of task latency was satisfied after select-
ing b into S , the RR continued to search for additional re-
sources in other RPs to further reduce the task latency with a
constraint that selecting that RP into S did not decrease the
availability of the resulting LRC. It was possible because al-
though an additional route from RR to the selected RP had
to be maintained, additional resources in the selected RP
also reduced the maintaining period of all the routes in the
LRC. As a result, candidate d was selected into S if Ao−{a,b,d}
was larger than Ao−{a,b,c} and Ao−{a,b}. Then, S = {a, b, d}
and C = {c}. At last, assuming that Ao−{a,b,c,d} was less than
Ao−{a,b,d}, the RR gave up candidate c and used an LRC com-
prised of {a, b, d} to process its task.
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